Overview
Your team will create a companion set of instructions in html for the 2-3 minute Video Technical Tutorial created in Assignment 7. The instructions should contain an overview of the process and a run-through from beginning to end. For example, you might imagine the video as a cooking show which demonstrates a recipe, and the written instructions as the recipe itself. Both the video and the instructions will be posted on the class website at the end of the semester.

Formatting
You should follow good design rules when creating the instruction sheet.
• White space should be at least 20% of the page.
• No more than two font types may be used.
• Headings should be visually hierarchized with font sizes and bolding or italics
• Graphic illustrations are encouraged
• Instructions should be numbered
• Bulleted items must follow parallel grammatical instruction
• IEEE rules are not necessary
• Files should be saved in html format

Structure
Follow the structure described in the class handout, “Writing Technical Instructions.”

Grading Criteria
• Use of design rules
• Organization
• Grammar
• Format
• Content
• Clarity